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Abstract—Aiming at the existing problems in the current college foreign language teaching the author put forward basic orientation and concept of reform and development of college foreign language teaching; with the application of systematic modeling macro frame model and new development guidance pattern are also proposed regarding to the systematic project—the study on guidance strategy of college foreign language teaching so that another new visual angle for China college foreign language teaching reform could be offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of China’s reform and opening policy, foreign language teaching in China has made breakthroughs and great progress, especially in English teaching reforms. In recent years, reforms in foreign language teaching have gained much attention from the whole society, which leads to higher development in teaching theories and strengthening of reforms. But along with permeating globalization in every aspect of society, the increasing global interaction in fields of economy, technology and culture bring about higher and diversified demands to quality of the talent, in the meanwhile stern challenges for foreign language teaching. [1,2] However, there are still long-rooted problems in college English teaching, as well as old and new issues[3,4](1)Educational thoughts and objectives are far too inadaptable to fast development of social needs (2)Educational models and means are rather lagging (3)existing educational evaluation system do not seem to connect with social demands (4)faculty trainings need be strengthened (5)editing of teaching materials plays the role of reserve

Aiming at the existing problems in the current college foreign language teaching, the thesis put forward basic orientation and concept of reform and development of college foreign language teaching; with the application of systematic modeling macro frame model and new development guidance pattern are also proposed regarding to the systematic project—the study on guidance strategy of college foreign language teaching so that another new visual angle for China college foreign language teaching reform could be offered.

II. STRATEGIES OF REFORM AND DEVELOPMENT OF COLLEGE FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

1) Transformation of Teaching Principles and Establishment of Education Orientation

Along with the rise of knowledge-driven economy in the 21st century, professional knowledge of foreign language talents has been supposed to be comprehensive and systematic; learning abilities should be dynamic and persistent. Hence, one of the tasks in university education is to teach students to “learn to learn” and educate forward-looking, creative, inter-disciplinary and all-round talents. Teachers and administrators should reach a consensus to realize the transformation from educating linguistic and literary intelligence to all-round and comprehensive talents, which might widen training standard of higher education and satisfy social demand better.

A call for education for all-round development means that foreign language teaching should transform from pumping information to facilitating and steering students in knowledge and skills of various fiends. The tasks of teachers in college English education have been correspondingly changed, which results in inevitable changes in teaching models and means. In all-round development education Teacher-centered class teaching will be completely changed to students-centered learning which aims to develop autonomic learning abilities. Teachers should establish new teaching ideas centering on students’ practice, and set up activity - centered teaching method to make full of subjective initiative through igniting potential desires of participation, widening horizon and developing creative thinking among students.

2) Reform Teaching Models and Refine Teaching Contents

Reforms of college English teaching lays emphasis on adoption of proper teaching models and means. The new, effective teaching models such as Scaffolded Instruction, Anchored Instruction and Random Access Instruction could be formed on the basis of group interaction theory and social constructivism theory. Those Interact Teaching Models all consist of four elements: students, teacher, teaching materials and teaching media, which are endowed with new connotations. Students are initiative knowledge producers, teachers are organizers and instructors, knowledge in teaching materials plays the role of reserve.
system for initiative producing of students and teaching media is supposed to work as a tool for creating teaching scene, cooperation and interaction, therefore with which teaching process could be more effective.

Certainly in addition to textbook teaching, combination of several methods like specialized training, lectures and network teaching platform should be applied to handle the process of teaching.

Autonomous learning cyclical model is an effective teaching model designed by Professor Zimmenman in the nineties of twentieth century, which consists of four interrelated components: self-evaluation and monitoring, installed aim and Strategic Planning, implementation and monitoring of strategies and monitoring of effects of strategies. The four components are interconnected and run in circles all through the autonomous learning process. Leaning means and adaptive ability are the key to success rate in learning, and autonomous learning cyclical model is one of teaching models which aims to develop adaptive abilities to improve learning. Therefore, it is a very effective teaching method and plays a vital role in the lifelong education age. Undoubtedly autonomous learning cyclical model has deserved a consensus and will be the focal point in educational reforms.

In addition, the new teaching model, which implements the theory of “combining language and content, integrate foreign language learning with disciplinary learning by using foreign language as teaching language which can motivate students to learn foreign language automatically and spontaneously during the process of pursuit in disciplinary learning.”[5] This model has a very distinctive advantage.

III. INTEGRATE MODERN INFORMATION TECHNIQUES AND ENRICH TEACHING METHODS

The twenty-first century is information era during which multi-media teaching has been an important means in foreign language teaching with rapid rise of information and communication technology. The multimedia technique, which possesses the features of the movable images and that the picture and its accompanying text sound are excellent, can provide ideal teaching environment for foreign language teaching. And it is the most effective teaching means to meet the needs of the education of the information society. Distance education is an effective way to overcome hurdles and obstacles such as shortage of teachers and classrooms and spread advanced teaching methods to remote regions through internet. Apparently, internet and multi-media technique are inevitable tools in modern foreign language teaching.

Multi-media technique has become the important vehicle of information in contemporary educational model, which disseminate information timely and efficiently as a vital channel of interaction of varieties of information when an interrelated and pluralistic constructive model of “teacher-multimedia-students” has been formed on the basis of various principles like teacher-students cooperation, optimization of teaching environment, learner-oriented, and multi-dimensional information input.

With the aid of multi-media teaching model, educators guide and steer students, respond to feedback of students. In the meanwhile, students, who lead the subjective position in learning work the most of their potential and complete the meaning construction of knowledge in a co-operative way.

Teaching theories have been changing as modern information techniques develop. For example, on-line learning via e-mail, English learning websites, etc works as a bridge between teacher and students or among students. In a variety of foreign language study areas on Campus Network, including contents of classes, area of learning English for fun, and advice area for foreign language learning, educators can construct their own teaching system during teaching process of years, list teaching objective ,contents, evaluation methods and teaching plans which can further constitute network resources reserve and work out specially adapted funny ,interesting columns such as classic music, original movies and idiomatic English. Then a good communication can be built between teacher and students, leading to better partnership which depends on high frequency and effects of communication.

IV. ESTABLISH NEW MODEL FOR FACULTY TRAINING

The key to reform of college foreign language teaching is to elevate faculty training, therefore establishment of a bran-new model for faculty training is vital and critical. Bilingual teaching demands educator should be qualified both in foreign language proficiency and other disciplinary basic knowledge and theories, which is quite challenging for teachers. Hence, there is a must for a transformation in faculty training that emphasizes language learning, subject learning and at the same time study of educational theories. Educators are required to broaden horizon out of book knowledge and spontaneously learn from advanced teaching methodology in other countries. For that reason, establishing the system of lifelong training for foreign language teachers is undoubtedly critical.

Modem computer-aided teaching techniques have been necessary skills for English teachers under the circumstance of contemporary education. A plenty of teaching courseware are based on those techniques like slide, projection, radio, TV and computer. Thus the design of multimedia courseware is practical process of learning modern advanced language teaching theories and methods.

V. REFORM EVALUATION SYSTEM OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

Reform of evaluation in foreign language teaching should uphold the people-oriented idea and try to fully demonstrate features of diversity, variety, comprehensiveness and development. Fine-grained evaluation of study could be taken as indicators of formative assessment in class learning, stage-dependent assessment reflecting units leaning and summative assessment at the end of semester.

The ultimate goal of foreign language learning is to communicate effectively by using foreign language, namely, communicative competence in extended aspect. What evaluation aims to do is cultivate development of communicative competence. Evaluation of leaning state and effect should be focused both on results and more importantly process of study. Accordingly, a new evaluation of students’ learning should be established, changed from selection to cultivation. The principal task of
designing class evaluation suitable for all-round education is to give priority to development instead of selection.

Comprehensive comment, which concerns individual variation should be the top concern of evaluation system, which focus on the combination of qualitative and quantitative evaluation, resulting in diversified patterns in place of merely grading; participation in interaction and combined self-evaluation and preceptor-evaluation; pluralistic subjects in evaluation, namely transfer from unitary to multi-variant; change of evaluation contents from merely comments on scores to all-round development; change from stable process evaluation to dynamic process; change from assessment of the past and the present to the future of students.

VI. SYSTEMATIC MODELING OF GUIDANCE STRATEGY OF COLLEGE FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING DEVELOPMENT

Reform and development of college foreign language teaching is a very complicated and systematic project. The author aims to explore construction of modules of guidance strategy of college foreign language teaching development. Based on analysis, the author proposed the system of development guidance on college foreign language teaching should consist of two modules: evaluation sub-module and development guidance sub-module. The latter is employed to bring about development guidance strategies, make assessment though evaluation sub-module and modify evaluation system. The assessment of evaluation sub-module will work output feedback to the sub-module of development guidance, leading to decision-making. As Table 1

TABLE I. SYSTEMATIC STRUCTURE OF DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE ON COLLEGE FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

Evaluation sub-module mainly includes modules of evaluation input indicator detection, evaluation calculation implementation, evaluation strategies and theory foundation, database, knowledge base and way base, evaluation contents setting, evaluation indicators setting and comprehensive output of evaluation. As Table 2

The work process of evaluation sub-module can be described as: related indicators from practical teaching system are collected and saved through evaluation input indicators detection module, and then evaluation strategies module and evaluation contents setting module will work together to confirm strategies and contents of evaluation, on basis of which real statistics can be filtered and screened out. Next calculation results of indicators will be transferred to evaluation output module, and final overall evaluation results will be concluded on aggregate indicators in evaluation indicators module while feedback output will be delivered to development guidance system as indicators for decision of development guidance strategy setting. During the working process, evaluation strategies and theory foundation module, data base and way base always lead a role of guidance and support in choosing, calculating, and processing of evaluation indicators.

TABLE II. AGGREGATE MODE OF EVALUATION SUB-MODULE

Aggregate model of development guidance sub-module covers evaluation input indicators transformation module, development guidance implementation module, aggregate guidance mode setting module, guidance strategies theory foundation module, database, knowledge base and way base, and guidance output modules, etc.

The work process of development guidance sub-module can be described as: evaluation results from subsystem are processed through evaluation input indicator transformation module, transformed to related variable indicators for evaluation, and then go through unified reasoning on the support of aggregate guidance mode and theory of guidance strategies. The design of aggregate guidance mode mainly refer to teaching theories and teaching training mode, which is quite impacted and conditioned by social background, cultural and scientific background, political and resource situation. After the process, development guidance implementation module will import results of reasoning in guidance strategies into guidance result output module. Guidance strategies will be brought out through processing, integration and transformation, and then applied to operation, management and development of teaching systems, finally guidance of specific teaching practice. Teaching systems constitute the following aspects: teaching model, teaching content, teaching methods, faculty training mode, and teaching evaluation model, etc. Guidance strategies from the teaching systems will also be employed to revise the evaluation system, and be re-evaluated with evaluation system.
TABLE III. AGGREGATE MODE OF DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE SUB-MODULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Input</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Development Guidance Implementation Module</th>
<th>Evaluation Model</th>
<th>Development Guidance System</th>
<th>Evaluation Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Teaching Theories, Educational Objectives)</td>
<td>Evaluation System</td>
<td>Guideline on Specific Teaching, Modification Of Evaluation System And Re-evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development guidance mode for college foreign language teaching has come into a general frame on which a more effective organization and management of college foreign language teaching process with development strategies of college foreign language reform will be constructed. The thesis tries to propose a new study mode of development guidance in foreign language teaching, while specific guidance strategies, social practice and effect analysis will be further discussed.

VII. CONCLUSION

Aiming at the existing problems in the current college foreign language teaching the thesis put forward basic orientation and concept of reform and development of college foreign language teaching; with the application of systematic modeling macro frame model and new development guidance pattern are also proposed regarding to the systematic project-the study on guidance strategy of college foreign language teaching so that another new visual angle for China college foreign language teaching reform could be offered.
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